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Visitors, residents, and vendors accessing the property are checked-in using VisitForm on a daily basis. 
With this comprehensive system, they can collect essential information from visitors and notify 
residents of their arrivals. Further, Attendants have the authority to report any incidents that may occur 
during their shifts. Attendants working subsequent shifts have access to this information via VisitForm, 
which ensures continuous awareness of any ongoing situations. 

A single page contains all Attendant actions. 

Visitor Types 

Under the Check In and Expected menus, there are options for Visitors, Vendors, and Residents. When 
registering or checking in a guest who arrives at the property, choose the appropriate menu option 
based on their reason for visiting. 

• Visitor – Visiting a resident 

• Vendor – Visiting to perform work 

• Resident – Someone who lives at the property (but coming through the gate) 

Checked In (Visitor, Vendor, Resident) 
To check in an "unexpected" visitor, use the menu options under the Checked In section. 

Checking in an Unexpected Visitor 

1. Click the Visitor type – Visitor - from the Checked In menu options. 

 

2. The first step in checking in an unexpected visitor is to enter the information for the resident he 
or she is visiting into the top row of the list. This includes the Resident Unit, Resident Name, and 
optionally the Resident Phone Number. The top row is exclusively used to enter new, unexpected 
visitor information. 
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Double-click in any column to open a drop-down selection list. 

3. Enter the rest of the visitor information in the columns: Visitor Name, Identification information, 
License Plate number, and Driver’s License number. Additional comments can be added to the 
Comments column. In the Notification Type column, select from Automatic, Call, Email, or Text. 
When the visitor is checked in, the resident will be notified using the Notification method. 
Double-click in any column to pop up data selection options. 

Note: The Banned column requires no entry. If the named visitor has been previously banned 
from the property, the column will show Banned, otherwise, Allow. 

The list can be scrolled left and right to view all columns using the scroll bar at the bottom of the 
list. 

 

4. Once all visitor information is entered, click the Check In button on the list’s right side. The 
visitor will automatically be checked in. 
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Checking in an Unexpected Vendor 

1. Click the Visitor type – Vendor - from the Checked In menu options. 

 

2. To check in an unexpected vendor, begin by entering the Residential Unit the visitor is visiting, 
Vendor Name (company), Visitor Name, and type of vendor in the top row of the list. This row is 
exclusively used to enter new, unexpected visitor information. 

 

Double-click in any column to open a drop-down selection list. 

3. Enter the rest of the visitor information in the columns: Representative, Plate Number, and 
Notification Type. Additional comments can be added to the Comments column. In the 
Notification Type column, select from Automatic, Call, Email, or Text. When the visitor is checked 
in, the resident will be notified using the selected Notification method. Double-click in any 
column to pop up data selection options. 

Note: The Banned column requires no entry. If the named visitor has been previously banned 
from the property, the column will show Banned, otherwise, Allow. 

The list can be scrolled left and right to view all columns using the scroll bar at the bottom of the 
list. 
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4. Once all visitor information is entered, click the Check In button on the list’s right side. The 
visitor will automatically be checked in. 

 

Checking in an Unexpected Resident 

1. Click the Visitor type – Resident - from the Checked In menu options. 

 

2. To check in an unexpected vendor, begin by entering the Residential Unit and the Resident Name 
in the top row of the list. This row is exclusively used to enter new, unexpected visitor 
information. 

 

Double-click in any column to open a drop-down selection list. 
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3. Click the Check In button on the list’s right side. The visitor will automatically be checked in. 

 

 

Details 
Once a Visitor or Vendor are checked in, a QR-Pass can be created that the visitor can to come and go 

between the time they check in and their expected departure. 

Click Details to create the pass. 

 

Make sure there is an Expected Arrival and Departure date/time. Then click Create QR Pass. 

Once the QR Pass is created, it can be downloaded and emailed, printed, or shared as a link to the visitor. 
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Once the pass information is retrieved, click Close. 

 

Expected (Visitor, Vendor, Resident) 

When a resident is aware that a visitor will be coming to the property, they may choose to pre-register 
them, adding them using the Resident Portal. Attendants can also be requested to pre-register a guest as 
an expected visitor. Once a pre-registered visitor arrives at the property, Attendants can quickly check 
them in. 

Use the menu options under the Expected section to check in an expected visitor.  

 

How to Pre-Register a Visitor 

To add a visitor to the Pre-Registered list  

1. Click the Visitor type (Visitor, Vendor, Resident) from the Checked In menu options. 

2. Double-click in the Expected Arrival Date column at the top of the list. The top row of the list is 
reserved to pre-register visitors. 
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A popup calendar will display the Expected Arrival date/time selection.  

 

Select a date on the calendar, enter a time, then click Update. 

3. Now enter the rest of the visitor information in the columns: Resident Unit, Resident Name, 
Resident Phone Number, Visitor Name, Identification information, License Plate number, and 
Driver’s License number. Comments can be added to the Comments column. Select from 
Automatic, Call, Email, or Text in the Notification Type column. 

Note: The Banned column requires no entry. If the named visitor has been previously banned 
from the property, the column will show Banned, otherwise, Allow. 

The list can be scrolled left and right to view all columns using the scroll bar at the bottom of the 
list. 

 

4. After all visitor information has been entered, click Register. 
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How to check in an Expected Visitor 

1. Click the Expected Visitor type (Visitor, Vendor, Resident) from the Expected menu options. 

 

2. Find the visitor’s name by scrolling through the list or entering it into the Seach box. The list will 
automatically filter based on the entered characters. 

 

3. Once the pre-registered visitor entry is found, click the Check In button on the list’s right side. 
The visitor will automatically be checked in. 

 

4. If the visitor is not found in the list, they can be added on the fly by selecting a Check In menu 
option. 

 

Scan QR-Pass 

When a visitor arrives and shows a QR Pass, click on the Scan > QR Pass menu option. Attendants can 

use a Smartphone, Tablet, or Handheld Scanner Gun to scan the QR code. 

When the scan is complete, a popup will appear with the visitor's details (such as name, unit, and if they 

are allowed on the property or not). Then the  Attendant can click Check In to allow them entry. 
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Incidents 

Reports 

Click Incidents > Reports to review the current incidents when starting a shift. This is also where new 

incidents are reported. When reviewing the list of recent incidents, click on any column header to sort 

the list in ascending order by that column. Click the column header again to sort it in descending order. 

 

Click New Incident to report a new issue. 

Click Close to close the Incident page and return to the previous page. 

 

Community 

Unit  

Click Community > Unit to locate a resident using a simple point and click interface, which is easy to use 

with a device like a tablet. This interface allows you to click and go without doing much typing on a 

keyboard. The result of the selections made on this page is a resident’s details, similar to the Person 

menu option. 

First select the Group and Group number the resident lives on. The Group and Group number is an easy 

way to categorize addresses in the community, usually breaking them down by subdivision and or street 

names, or maybe even by groups of house numbers. Communities may group their units differently 

based on the size and needs of the area. 

As an example, let's say there is a large community with 2 gate locations. Within this community there 

are several subdivisions, and each subdivision has many streets. They decide to set up groups based on 

subdivision name, then street name. So a house on 20 Pine Valley Drive will fall under the Group of Pine 

Estates and Group Number Pine Valley. Once these groups are selected, all Units on Pine Valley Drive will 

display with the Unit number. 
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You will select the Group first, then the Group Number, and then the Unit. 

Once the Unit is selected, the Resident Details page displays. 

 

Note the Status and Phone numbers as well as the Require Call field. Require Call will let you know if you 

MUST call them to verify the visitor. 

Click Close to close the page and return to the previous page. 

 

Person 

Click Community > Person to look up a resident. The list displays all people/residents in the community, 

and details are available, which can be used to determine their preferred way to contact or if they are 

available to accept visitors (residents can mark themselves away if they are away from the residence).  

Note: No data can be added from this page. 
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To locate resident information, enter the resident's Name or Unit into the Search box above the list. The 

list is automatically filtered to show matching residents as the information is entered. To clear the search 

value, click the X. Clicking Refresh will update the list with the latest information (in case something was 

updated after the list was opened). 

 

To see the Resident details, click on the Unit. 
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Note the Status and Phone numbers as well as the Require Call field. Require Call will let you know if you 

MUST call them to verify the visitor. 

Click Close to close the page and return to the previous page. 

Away 

Click Community > Away to easily check the status of a resident—only residents who have marked 

themselves as Away will show on this list. Residents can mark themselves as Away via the VisitForm 

Resident Portal. 

 

To see if a resident is on this list, enter the resident's Name or Unit into the Search box above the list. 

The list is automatically filtered to show matching residents as the information is entered. To clear the 

search value, click the X. Clicking Refresh will update the list with the latest information (in case 

something was updated after the list was opened). If the person you are looking for does not show in the 

list, they are not marked as Away. 

Click Close to close the page and return to the previous page.
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If you have questions about the VisitForm 

software or need assistance, please send an 

email to info@visitform.com 
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